
delivering on the agent recruitment, coaching
and knowledge base development that will
help to deliver on their customer’s business
objectives.

Such an approach works better if quality
monitoring and performance management are
backed by robust and independent metrics
and are done in such a way that delivering the
right outcome benefits both the outsourcer
and their customer with shared risk and
reward. Providing the goals and bonuses are
set up correctly, this kind of performance
monitoring can help organisations optimise the
performance of their outsourcing partners and
contribute positively to the bottom line.

Taking advantage of the latest customer
service technologies I t ’s easy for
organisations to just associate outsourcing
with cost savings, and overlook another key
potential benefit, namely the ability to gain
access to their outsourcing partner’s world
class capabilities in customer management –
an area that often isn’t a core business skill for
outsourcing customers. Certainly over the last
few years the tools and techniques of
customer management have become far more
sophisticated, with techniques such as
speech-enabled self-service, customer
feedback, speech analytics and web-based
service platforms coming to the fore.

When combined with more complex
enterprise customer relationship management
initiatives, putting state-of-the-art customer
service management technology to work can
get expensive, and current market conditions
are placing a lot of these kinds of projects on

hold.
However, selecting the right outsourcing

partner can help to provide your business with
access to the technologies that you need
today, providing a realistic option for staying
ahead of the customer service technology
curve.

Why we
chose
these five
countries
for our call
centres

THERE are some factors in any choice of a call
centre location, such as stability (both political
and environmental), technical infrastructure
and economics.

But also important are the native linguistic
and cultural skills which ensure seamless
customer interaction – particularly when
supporting an English-speaking customer
base in markets such as the UK and USA.

Also key is the ability of these locations as a
group to provide back up, business continuity
and multi-site support to a global customer
base. We have call centres in Australia, Fiji,
South Africa, Spain and the United Arab
Emirates. Here are some of the reasons we
chose them.

The city of Barcelona is home to a wide
var iety of  resident l inguists including
European, East European and North African.
Barcelona’s proximity to the rest of Europe
and its time zone affords those clients, who
are considering outsourcing for the first time,
a nearshore operation within the Euro zone
which helps bui ld conf idence and trust
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LOOKING to deliver next-generation
communications across your customer service,
collections, and sales & telemarketing
operations? Interested in providing collaboration
between your contact centre and the rest of your
organisation?

Unified IP 7 is the latest version of Aspect’s
powerful software platform that drives unified
communications applications for customer
contact.

Aspect Unified IP 7 unites a comprehensive
set of customer contact capabilities including
inbound routing, outbound dialling, voice self-
service, recording, quality monitoring, short
message service (SMS), instant messaging (IM),
chat, email and real-time and historical
reporting. 

Critical new features delivered in Aspect
Unified IP 7 include:

● The Contextual Enterprise Routing of calls
between multiple locations and enterprise
administration of agents and services (enabling
contact centres to connect customers to the
best skilled resources no matter where they are
located across the organisation). 

● High availability and redundancy to deliver
99.999 percent reliability. 

● Dynamic Inbound Routing (providing
increased flexibility and dynamic control over
inbound routing capabilities by providing the
ability to use skill requirements for specific
business processes combined with real time

system performance to automatically select the
best skilled resource to handle customer
enquiries). 

● A redesigned agent user interface that allows
for unified communications enablement through
Microsoft Lync. Agents can access IM, presence
and collaboration capabilities in addition to
contact centre functions, such as handling non-
contact centre calls, within the same Unified
Agent Desktop. The agent desktop also
supports enhanced “Ask an Expert” functionality,
utilising Microsoft SharePoint 2010 for additional
search capabilities.

● Enhanced outbound campaign management
including callback management.

● Tight integration between Aspect Quality
Management 3.5 and Aspect Unif ied IP,
enabling automated workflows that send
quali ty scores through workforce
management functionality to schedule agent
coaching or evaluate agent requests – and
delivering rich search capabilities for the fast
retrieval of recordings. QM is fully integrated
as part of the supervisor’s dashboard within
Unified Command and Control - Real-Time
Reporting. 

Aspect’s chief technology officer, Gary
Barnett, said: “Aspect Unified IP 7 has several
important capabilities that our competitors
simply don’t have today, including Contextual
Enterprise Routing for improved technology and
agent resource utilisation to enhance customer
experience; and Unified Command and Control
for improved administrative efficiency across
sites and components and enhanced, real-time
decision making.”

“Aspect Unified IP 7 leverages unified
communications and collaboration technologies
and delivers a highly functional, scalable
solution with the reliability and richness required
by leading enterprises and their mission critical
contact centres” said Joe Outlaw, Principal
Analyst, Frost & Sullivan.

For a free Aspect white paper “Keeping Pace
with the Consumer: What you need to deliver a
next-generation customer experience” please
email marketing.uk@aspect.com

Create rich, multichannel customer contact experiences with Aspect Unified IP 7


